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Just The FAQs – Part III and The “Why” of Bratislava 

 

Full disclaimer – this newsletter is longer than one page!  While we will continue our monthly 1-page update 
(this page you are reading), we also have an amazing testimony to share about God’s care and leading in our 
lives, and His incredible work as the Waymaker!  It is the “Why” of Bratislava!  So grab a cup of coffee, spend a 
few extra minutes reading, and allow the Lord to wow you!  Trust us … you won’t be disappointed! 

Are you leaving in January?  We still have a goal to raise 100% of our needed monthly support by January 
31st.  But with 2 weeks of January dedicated to our pre-deployment training, transitions with clients and 
responsibilities in Gary’s current job, and loose ends we need to tie up in California and Washington, we 
believe our departure to Slovakia will be closer to the end of March.  We are so close!  Through additional cost 
of living info we’ve gathered that has reduced our monthly support need, and new team members who began 
their financial support in December, we are now at 79% of our required monthly support committed and 72% 
already coming in!  If we have met with you and shared God’s vision for what He’s calling us to, please commit 
to joining our team and initiating your financial support now to help us get across the finish line this month! 

What type of work will you be doing in Romania?  Most of you know that we were asked to help equip and 
encourage pastors of developing Foursquare works in Eastern Europe – initially in Romania.  All along, 
however, the prayer of the entire FMI team has been that God would call a full-time missionary to Romania.  
This prayer was answered!  Our work in Romania, therefore, will now look like our work in other countries – 
serving and supporting the missionaries who have been called to serve there.  As for additional work in helping 
to equip and encourage pastors in Eastern Europe, we know that the Lord (and our Area Missionary, Jeff) 
always have something up their sleeve.  We are prepared to respond to the where and what … when it comes! 

How can we help you in this season of transition?  1) Prayer for Emotions!  It is a very emotional time of 
both leaving and cleaving.  We are making decisions, as I write, about what to keep and what to take.  Most of 
it is just “stuff”, but much of it has been in our family and in our lives for many years.  It’s hard to let go of the 
familiar, but the Lord is conditioning our hearts to navigate through it!  2) Prayer for Timing!  Many decisions 
that require wisdom on the “when” … when to leave our jobs … when to give notice to our current landlord … 
when to initiate our FBI background check … when to finalize our initial housing arrangements in Bratislava … 
when to purchase our plane tickets to go!  3) Assistance With Selling.  We are using Offer Up and Let Go to 
place many of our items up for sale.  If you know of anyone looking to purchase housewares, furniture, cars, 
etc., and help a missionary couple raise funds and empty their house on the way to the mission field, please 
contact us!  4) Encouragement!  We cannot tell you how much your texts, coffee 
dates, words of encouragement, and phone calls mean to us as we prepare to go!  
Keep them coming!  We feel your support and are so thankful!  We love our team! 
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The “Why” of Bratislava 

 

When the Lord spoke to us (during our visit in the spring of 2017) about making Bratislava our “base of 
operations” and our home, we had a deep peace and sense of “belonging”.  We visited several countries and 
cities – each time asking the Lord “is this is the place”.  But the message was clear … Bratislava, Slovakia. 

The Lord initiated a growing love for this city in our hearts.  
And as we further developed our ministry plan for serving and 
supporting missionaries and national pastors, we always had 
a sense that there would be a kingdom purpose for us in 
Bratislava as well.  We were always at peace with the “where”, 
even though we didn’t yet really know the “why”.  Of course 
there were countries that the Lord could have chosen which 
would have made our journey easier – less difficult languages 
to learn, existing Foursquare churches or missionaries to 
assist with our transition and validate our purpose for 
obtaining a resident visa, etc.  But we were continually 

reminded that He is the Waymaker and would work out all of these details as our journey continued forward. 

In the summer of 2018, Gary began to reach out (blindly, really) to a couple of missionary contacts we had 
been given and a few English-speaking congregations he found on the internet.  We felt like we would find a 
“person of peace and trust” in the midst of those already committed to kingdom work in the country we would 
make our home.  It was our initial effort to gain more than just “web info” on relocating to and living in 
Bratislava.  Knowing nobody in this country, we were trusting the Lord to guide our steps (and our Emails) to 
people who we could trust and would be willing to assist with information, contacts, and prayer. 

We received replies to most of these Emails with almost everyone saying they could assist in some way - a 
great affirmation of our initial discernment that this was truly a warm country with very kind people.  In one or 
more cases, they offered to help with contacts or assorted info on where to go and what to ask when seeking 
cost of living information, health insurance, automobiles and drivers licenses, housing, and resident visas.   

One reply was uniquely different, however.  It came 
in response to a blind Email Gary sent to Bratislava 
City Church (BCC) – a large congregation that is 
part of the Apostolic Church of Slovakia.  What we 
got back was a very kind response from the pastor 
of BCC’s English-speaking congregation - Bratislava 
International Fellowship (BIF).  He had answered 
almost all of our questions and even offered to set 
up a meeting during Gary’s visit to Bratislava this 
past October.  In this Email, he also said “I am 
stepping down as the pastor of BIF … in case you 
are looking for more work”.  Chuckling and pretty 
much disregarding this comment, we latched on to 
his offer for assistance – particularly the relationship he had with a trusted friend who assists in relocations. 

This really excited us as heretofore we really had nothing in the way of concrete intel or assistance with the 
visa part of our transition.  As many had put it, “the resident visa is the key that unlocks everything else”.  Work 
and student visas, for example, are fairly easy to obtain.  A visa for a missionary who isn’t there to “work” or 
“study”, however, is a bit trickier.  It falls into a category called “special circumstances” and requires a 
relationship with a church, ministry, NGO, or other missionary who can vouch for your purpose in being there. 



 

Then the “oh my” moment came!  About a month (and several Emails shared between he and Gary) later, the 
pastor of BIF “took a risk”, as he put it, and asked us to consider and pray about taking on the role of pastoring 
BIF as he transitioned to other responsibilities.  They were looking for a pastor or pastors who could mentor 
and lead this small congregation and an existing pastoral leadership team to the next level of growth, and to 
help increase the church’s reach into and impact with the English-speaking population of Bratislava.  Gary 
stared at the Email on his computer screen and had to pause.  There was, at that moment, the full range of 
emotions – shock, excitement, doubt, curiosity, speculation, and fear.  Thoughts, and yes, even worries, of the 
possibilities, risks, and opportunities began to build.  But we began to talk and pray – seeking the Lord’s 
wisdom and asking Him if this was truly the door He had always planned to open for our entry into Slovakia.   

A community of believers in our new home who we could 
help lead and bless with our pastoral experience, an 
established leadership team (made up largely, and 
ironically, of Slovaks) to pastor the congregation when our 
ministry to other missionaries and pastors requires our 
absence, an English-speaking congregation to be a 
welcoming and transition-assisting community, and a 
kingdom relationship that would be our path to a resident 
visa!  Every element was custom-fit to our needs and our 
call.  The Waymaker was once again reminding us how His 
fingerprints and leading were all over our journey!   

Our hearts and our spirits told us to move cautiously forward.  We began praying and asking the Lord for 
wisdom, consulting with a small group of advisors who agreed to begin asking and praying with us.  Two 
weeks before Gary’s trip to Bratislava, we told BIF that we felt the Lord was giving us a “green light” to move 
forward in discussions, and that Gary was looking forward to and excited to meet them face to face.  It was 
during that 2-day stay in Bratislava that he met the BIF and BCC teams, discussed with them what this pastoral 
relationship would look like, and submitted (with them) to the Lord’s final direction about His plan and purpose. 

While in Europe, Gary also also met with Jeff Roper, FMI Area 
Missionary, and Volker Heitz, Council Chairman of the Fellowship 
Of European Foursquare Churches.  Jeff and Volker also discerned 
and agreed that it was the Lord who was indeed opening a path to 
our residency in Slovakia, providing the landing pad needed for our 
call to serve and support missionaries, and giving us the opportunity 
to build new kingdom partnerships (between Foursquare and the 
Apostolic Church of Slovakia) in order to work collaboratively on the 
Lord’s behalf in Bratislava and the whole of Slovakia. 

Fast forward to December.  We have agreed to pastor BIF for a year.  This gives both teams (us and BIF) the 
opportunity to testify to and evaluate what the Lord has done through this relationship, and to make 
adjustments and decisions about if and how to continue at that time.  Our time commitment to BIF is no more 
than 50% of our available ministry time, and they are prepared to tag-team, as necessary, to allow our work in 
serving and supporting missionaries and national pastors in other European countries. 

It would seem cliché to say that this could not have been more perfectly scripted.  But it could not have!  There 
are many “small stones” yet to be put in place, but the large ones are pretty much set and we are excited about 
this additional facet of our work in Europe!  The encouragement, support, and prayers of our team have been 
critical in this season.  And we covet more – wisdom to navigate the short time we have left in the US, clear 
thinking through an emotional season of transition, and a soft and effective landing – filled with joy and peace – 
as we get “boots on the ground” in the places and responsibilities that God has privileged us with!  He is good! 


